
 

 

 
 
 

PROPOSED HOTELS  
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5 * - HOTELS 

 
1. Grande Bretagne  

Syntagma Square  
Athens 10564,  Greece,  
T: +30 210 3330000  
F: +30 210 3228034 
URL: www.grandbretagne.gr 
 

With a prime location, opposite Constitution Square and 
the House of Parliament, the Grande Bretagne boasts 
luxurious rooms and stunning city views from its 
magnificent rooftop terrace. The lavish rooms are 
appointed with the finest furnishings. The marble 
bathrooms feature a vanity counter, separate bathtub, and 
shower. Some rooms have balconies facing the Acropolis, 
and the daily changing of the guard at the parliament 

building. The historic GB Corner is recognized as one the capital’s famous hotspots.  
The Grande Bretagne Spa offers a thermal suite, complete with herbal bath, grotto, ice fountain, 
couples retreat and indoor pool. Guests can indulge in ouzo oil massages.  
From private dining parties at The Cellar, to VIP airport transfer, the legendary Grande Bretagne 
prides itself on its service. The multi-awarded 5-star hotel is in walking distance from exclusive 
shopping areas, museums and the business district. The Ancient Agora and the Acropolis are 600 
meters away. 
 
SGL ROOM: 267.00 € - DBL ROOM: 280.00 € 
 

2. Hilton Athens 
46 Vassilissis Sofias Avenue,  
Athens 11528, Greece  
T: +30 210 7281000 
F: +30 210 7281111 
URL: www.hiltonathens.gr  
 

 
Experience the perfect blend of antiquity and modernity at the Hilton Athens hotel. Situated in a 
prime location overlooking the ancient Acropolis and the magnificent Athens cityscape, the Hilton 
Athens hotel features spacious, modern accommodation, three fabulous swimming pools and the 
tranquil Hiltonia Spa. Unwind in the stylish, air-conditioned room, which features sleek, 
contemporary décor with cool neutral tones and ergonomic furniture, as well as a wealth of 
modern amenities such as high-speed internet access and an LCD TV with premium channels. 
 
SGL ROOM: 198.00 € - DBL ROOM: 208.00 € 
 

http://www.grandbretagne.gr/
http://www.hiltonathens.gr/


 

 

 
 

3.  Divani Caravel Hotel  
2, Vas. Alexandrou Avenue,  
16121 Athens - Greece  
T: +30 210 7207000 
F: +30 210 7236683 
URL: www.divanis.com/caravel   

 
The renovated Divani Caravel Hotel is ideally situated in 
the heart of the city. Divani Caravel is 15 - 20 minutes 
from the International  Airport “Eleftherios Venizelos”. It 
is a centrally located hotel in a friendly neighborhood, 
close to Syntagma Square,   Parthenon, Plaka, 
Constitution Square and the well known and 
sophisticated shopping area, Kolonaki, with its exclusive 
shopping, trendy cafes and restaurants and important 

museums such as the Museum of Cycladic Arts and the National Gallery. The hotel offers 427 
luxurious rooms, 42 Suites, 2 Presidential Suites. All rooms are lavishly appointed with soundproof 
windows, fireproof doors, mini bar, cable and satellite TV, music, direct dial telephone with voice 
mail, fast internet, ISDN lines and data port, air conditioning, hair dryers, safes. 
 
SGL ROOM: 185.00 € - DBL ROOM: 205.00 € 
 

4.  NJV Athens Plaza 
Leoforos Vasileos Georgiou 2,  
Syntagma Square, Athina 105 64 
T:  +30 210 33 52 400 
F:  +30 210 32 35 856 
URL: www.njvathensplaza.gr  

 
Boasting a fantastic location on the prominent Constitution 
Square, the extravagant 5-star NJV Athens Plaza Hotel is ideally 
situated in the city centre adjacent to the Greek Parliament 
building and the Syntagma metro station. Enjoy the spectacular 
view of Acropolis from this boutique hotel or walk to nearby 
attractions and tourist destinations such as the picturesque Plaka 
neighbourhood, the bustling flea markets of Monastiraki as well as 
the capital’s financial, shopping and night-life   entertainment 

districts. Hotel NJV Athens Plaza houses spacious, lavishly decorated and elegantly furnished suites 
equipped with the latest amenities, comforts and luxuries.  Other exclusive facilities of this premier 
hotel include large conference and banquet halls, state-of-the-art business lounge, on-site gourmet 
restaurant with a stylish bar, tour desk and car rental. 
 
SGL ROOM: 180.00 € - DBL ROOM: 190.00 € 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

http://www.divanis.com/caravel
http://www.njvathensplaza.gr/


 

 

 
 

4* HOTELS 

 

 

1. New Hotel 
16, Filellinon Str. 
10557 Syntagma sq, Athens, Greece 
T: +30 210 3273000 
F: +30 210 3273100 
URL: www.yeshotels.gr  

This brand new design hotel stands in a prominent central 
city location, 200 metres from Syntagma Square. With free 
Wi-Fi throughout the property, New Hotel houses a 
Mediterranean restaurant and a fitness area. Designed by 
award-winning Brazilian designers the Campana Brothers, 
79-room New Hotel is a member of Design Hotels of the 
world. The New Hotel was formerly the Olympic Palace 
Hotel and while strikingly modern in design today, original 
features have been retained, including the 1940s black 
marble staircase. Rooms feature floor to ceiling windows, 

bamboo floors and tables. The impressive bathrooms have solid brass washbasins. LCD TVs are 
standard. New Hotel is in walking distance from the main sights; the Roman ruins of Plaka, the 
Acropolis and its new museum, the stylish cafe and boutique shopping district of Kolonaki, and the 
business zone. The New Hotel is a 45-minute metro ride to the Eleftherios Venizelos International 
Airport.  
 
SGL ROOM: 225.00 € - DBL ROOM: 242.00 € 
 

2. Amalia Hotel 
Panepistimiou 52 ,  
Athens 106 78,  Greece   
T: +30.210-33.26.000   
F: +30.210-33.00.700 
URL: www.amalia.gr  

 

 
 
Amalia Hotel Athens, part of Amalia Hotels Group, one of the oldest hotel chains in Greece, opened 
for the first time in the early 60s and immediately became a favorite for Athens visitors. Its central 
location right in the heart of the city, overlooking the Greek Parliament and the National Gardens, 
makes Amalia Hotel an ideal destination for both leisure and business travelers. A four-star superior 
hotel, landmark of the city, has reopened after a complete renovation in 2007, offering all latest 
facilities and services to its guests. The Hotel offers 97 well appointed guest rooms and an executive 
suite. The key element of all rooms is simple elegance, modern decoration and all necessary 
amenities and services for a pleasant and comfortable stay. All rooms have natural light, double 
glazed windows to eliminate noise from the outside and are fully air-conditioned or heated 
depending on the season. 
 
SGL ROOM: 185.00 € - DBL ROOM: 195.00 € 
 

http://www.yeshotels.gr/
http://www.amalia.gr/


 

 

 
 

3. Airotel Stratos Vassilikos 
114, Michalakopoulou Str.,  
115 27 Athens 
T: +30 210 7706611 
F: +30 210 7708137 
URL: www.airotel.gr  

 
The modern Airotel Stratos Vassilikos Hotel is 
situated in 5- minutes walking distance from 
the Megaro Mousikis metro station. The hotel 
has spacious rooms and suites with 
soundproofed windows. Decorated with 
elegant furnishings, the Riva Restaurant 
impresses with the inspired dishes and live 
piano music. The lobby bar serves coffee, drinks 
and cocktails in a relaxing setting. The National 

Gallery and the Athens Concert Hall are both short stroll away from Airotel. The picturesque areas 
of Plaka and Monastiraki are also easily accessible via the metro. 
 
SGL ROOM: 163.00 € - DBL ROOM: 163.00 € 
 
 

4. Golden  Age 
57 Michalakopoulou Street 
115 28, Athens, Greece  
T:+30 2107240860 (0-9) 
F: +30 2107213965 
URL: http://hotelgoldenage.com  

 
The Golden Age Hotel, is a new hotel 
,situated near the Music Hall and the 
US Embassy, while the Parthenon, 
the Athens central shopping centre 
and the main square of Athens 
(Constitution Square) are only a 30-
minute walk away. Enjoying excellent 
public transport, the premier 4- star 
Golden Age Hotel blends traditional 

hospitality with contemporary elements of luxury and sophistication, making it an ideal Athens 
destination for tourists and business travelers alike. This magnificent hotel boasts an assortment of 
on-site restaurants, intimate bars and stylish public lounges where guests can savour a fine meal 
and relax with an evening cocktail. 
 
SGL ROOM: 150.00 € - DBL ROOM: 160.00 € 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.airotel.gr/
http://hotelgoldenage.com/


 

 

 
 

5. Airotel Alexandros 
8, Timoleontos Vassou Str.,  
115 21 Athens 
T: +30 210 6430464  
 F: +30 210 6441084 
URL: www.airotel.gr 
 

Offering a central location on Mavili Square, just 
beneath Lycabbettus Hill, and stylish soundproofed 
rooms with Wi-Fi and free parking, the Airotel 
Alexandros is near 2 metro stations.  Each room of 
Airotel Alexandros is elegantly furnished. Don 
Giovanni Restaurant proposes Mediterranean cuisine 
and some of the finest domestic wines. At the 
spacious lobby next to the restaurant, guests can have 
a coffee or a drink at the bar while reading a 

newspaper or watching TV.  The “Alexandros” enjoys a strategic location within easy reach from 
Kolonaki shopping centre, the National Gallery, the Benaki Museum and many other attractions. 
The Concert Hall, the U.S. Embassy, and plenty of café and restaurants are nearby. The Alexandros 
Hotel is located in walking distance from the Megaron, Athens International Conference Center. 
 
SGL ROOM: 145.00 € - DBL ROOM: 145.00 € 
 

6. Best Western Ilissia 

25 Michalakopoulou Street, 

11528 Athens, Greece 

T: +30 210 724 4051 

F: +30 210 724 1847 

URL: www.ilisia.gr  

 
The Best Western Ilissia Hotel is centrally located in 
one of Athens finest residential, shopping and 
business districts. Next door to the Athens Hilton and 
a short walk from the House of Parliament, the 
Acropolis, most Embassies and Museums, Best 
Western Ilissia is surrounded by the city's finest 
restaurants, cafes and nightspots. Each of the Ilissia 
91 air-conditioned, elegantly furnished rooms offers 
a relaxing retreat from the rigorous pace of Athenian 
life.  All rooms are equipped with TV satellite 
(international channels), internet access and most 
other conceivable amenities. Room service, 

secretarial, mail and fax services and experienced staff are always at disposal. 

 
SGL ROOM: 118.00 € - DBL ROOM: 128.00 € 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.airotel.gr/
http://www.ilisia.gr/


 

 

 
7.  President 

43 Kifissias Avenue,  
11523, Athens  
T: +30 210 6989000  
F: +30 2106924900 
URL: www.president.gr  

 
In an excellent location in the heart of business and commercial district, President Hotel is situated 
so close to all historical sites of Athens but simultaneously so far away from the noise and the 
turbulent city centre. Next to the main thoroughfare that leads to the commercial, business and 
tourist areas of the Greek capital as well as only a breath away from the two metro stations, a 
quick, comfortable and safe access to all city sightseeing, to business meetings, to medical visits, to 
family gatherings, to sports exhibitions, to theatres and cinemas is ensured. Being outside the 
restricted traffic zone and providing parking facilities, it becomes a favourite meeting place. The 
recently renovated 513 rooms are well equipped to fulfill any demand: soundproof windows, 
independently controlled air- conditioning, mini fridge, smoke detectors, direct phone line, wireless 
internet connection, satellite and Pay TV, electronic room locks, safety deposit boxes, hair dryer as 
well as 17 specially equipped rooms for wheelchair access. 
 
SGL ROOM: 120.00 € - DBL ROOM: 145.00 € 
 
 

8. Titania Hotel 
52 Panepistimiou  str. 
Athens 106 78, Greece   
T: +30210-33.26.000   
F: +30210-33.00.700 
URL: www.titania.gr  

In the very heart of Athens 
for the   past   thirty   years,   
Titania Hotel has been 
playing a leading role in the 
fine art of hospitality. In the 
tradition of accommodating 
the needs of even the most 
demanding of guests, Titania 

is renovated in order to keep up with the ever increasing pace and demands of modern 
life. The modernization of the Theologou arcade, its shops, the hotel entrance itself and 
the hotel's impressive cafe brasserie on Panepistimiou Avenue have significantly improved 
the appearance of the  surrounding area. Easier access to the hotel from the street,  garage 
and arcade has also improved the hotel's efficiency. It is modern with a cosmopolitan 
atmosphere and unparalleled view of Acropolis and Lycabettus Hill. Titania Hotel is located 
on Panepistimiou Avenue, right in the middle of the historical and commercial center of 
Athens, between Syntagma and Omonoia Square. 
 
SGL ROOM: 98.00 € - DBL ROOM: 110.00 € 

  

http://www.president.gr/
http://www.titania.gr/


 

 

 

3 * HOTELS 

 

1. Athinais Hotel 
99, Vasilissis Sofias Av.  
115 21 Athens, Greece 
T: +30 210 6431133  
F: +30 210 6461682 
URL: www.athinais.gr  

 

Athinais Hotel was built in 1977 and 
renovated in 2006. It is located in the heart 
of Athens next to Mavili square, 10 min. walk 
from kolonaki area, the most popular 
commercial and shopping area. Just 2 min 
walk to the Athens Concert Hall and 
Venizelos Park, 15 min from the National 
Gallery. Syntagma square which is aside Plaka 

(the oldest area of Athens) as well as Monastiraki (traditional market) is 10 min 
with the metro & 15 min by taxi & bus. Lycabettus, a hill with the nicest view of Athens is 5 min by 
taxi. The hotel offers 84 renovated rooms on six floors. All rooms are fully equipped to satisfy the 
guests’ needs. Each room has individual climate control, soundproof double glazed windows, fire 
proof doors and its own balcony. There are exclusively non smoking floors as well as rooms for 
disabled. 

 
SGL ROOM: 72.00 € - DBL ROOM: 82.00 € 

http://www.athinais.gr/


 

 

 
HOTEL NAME Category Website Address 

Distance to 
Congress Venue 

Public transportation to the 
venue 

Booking Rates 

 

Single Double 

1 

Grande Bretagne 5* 

www.grandbretagne.gr  

Syntagma Square,  
Athens 10564, Greece,                       
T: +30 210 3330000 ·                  
F: +30 210 3228034 

1.9 klm  

Take blue metro line  from 
Syntagma and 

debark to Megaro Mousikis 
station 267,00 € 280,00 € 

2 

Hilton Athens 5* 

www.hiltonathens.gr  

46 Vassilissis Sofias 
Avenue, Athens 
11528, Greece                           
T: +30 210 7281000 
F: +30 210 7281111 450 m                                   

3 minutes walking distance 

198,00 € 208,00 € 

3 

Divani Caravel 5* 

www.divanis.com  

2, Vas. Alexandrou 
Avenue, 16121 Athens 
- Greece                            
T: +30 210 7207000              
F: +30 210 7236683 

1.1 Klm                             10 minutes walking distance 

185,00 € 205,00 € 

4 

NJV Athens Plaza 5* www.njvathensplaza.gr  

Leoforos Vasileos 
Georgiou 2, Syntagma 
Square, Athina 105 64 
T:  +30 210 33 52 400 
F:  +30 210 32 35 856 

2.0 klm   

Take blue metro line  from 
Syntagma and 

debark to Megaro Mousikis 
station 

180,00 € 190,00 € 

5 

New Hotel 4* www.yeshotels.gr  

16, Filellinon Str. 
10557 Syntagma sq. 
Athens, Greece 
T: +30 210 3273000 
F: +30 210 3273100 

2.3 Klm 

Take blue metro line  from 
Syntagma and 

debark to Megaro Mousikis 
station 

225,00 € 242,00 € 

6 

Amalia Hotel 4* www.amalia.gr  

Panepistimiou 52 , 
Athens 106 78 - Greece   
T: +30.210-33.26.000                  
F: +30.210-33.00.700 

2.8 klm  

Take blue metro line  from 
Syntagma and 

debark to Megaro Mousikis 
station 185,00 € 195,00 € 

7 

Airotel Stratos 
Vassilikos 

4* www.airotel.gr  

114, Michalakopoulou 
Str., 115 27 Athens 
T: +30 210 7706611                    
F: +30 210 7708137 

600 m                                  10 minutes walking distance 

163,00 € 163,00 € 

http://www.grandbretagne.gr/
http://www.hiltonathens.gr/
http://www.divanis.com/
http://www.njvathensplaza.gr/
http://www.yeshotels.gr/
http://www.amalia.gr/
http://www.airotel.gr/


 

 

8 

Golden Age Hotel 4* 
http://hotelgoldenage.
com  

57 Michalakopoulou 
Street 
115 28, Athens, Greece 
T:+30 2107240860 (0-
9) 
F: +30 2107213965 

600 m                                  8 minutes walking distance 

150,00 € 160,00 € 

9 

 Airotel 
Alexandros 

4* www.airotel.gr  

8, Timoleontos Vassou 
Str., 115 21 Athens 
T: +30 210 6430464                    
F: +30 210 6441084 

500 m   8 minutes walking distance 

145,00 € 145,00 € 

10 

Best Westen 
Ilissia 

4* www.ilisia.gr  

25 Michalakopoulou 
Street, 
Athens, Greece, GR-
11528 
T: +30 210 724 4051 
F: +30 210 724 1847 

800 m                                    8 minutes walking distance 118,00 € 128,00 € 

11 

President Hotel 4* www.president.gr  

43 Kifissias Avenue, 
11523, Athens  
T: +30 210 6989000  
F: +30 2106924900 

1.4 Klm                            
Take the bus No 550 or the 

trolley no 3 & 13 and debark to 
Megaro Mousikis station 

120,00 € 145,00 € 

12 

Titania Hotel 4* www.titania.gr  

Panepistimiou 52 , 
Athens 106 78 - Greece   
T: +30.210-33.26.000          
F: +30.210-33.00.700 

2.0 Klm  

Take red line metro from 
Omonoia, change 

in Syntagma blue blue line and 
debark 

to Megaro Mousikis station 98,00 € 110,00 € 

13 

Athinais Hotel  3* www.athinais.gr  

99, Vasilissis Sofias Av. 
115 21 Athens 
T: +30 210 6431133  
F: +30 210 6461682 

500 m                                      5 minutes walking distance 

72,00 € 82,00 € 

 

http://hotelgoldenage.com/
http://hotelgoldenage.com/
http://www.airotel.gr/
http://www.ilisia.gr/
http://www.president.gr/
http://www.titania.gr/
http://www.athinais.gr/

